
This software manages all the
cameras supported in a network.
Therefore it needs a careful
evaluation to determine its reliability,
scalability, manageability and
conformity to the open standards for
easy integration with third party
system. The open system architecture
ensures not only the cost
effectiveness of the total system but
also its seamless integration with

new or emerging IT infrastructures.
There are a few key areas that should
be addressed by the VMS software… 
● Open System Architecture based
on accepted industry standard that
will provide a solution which is
vendor independent/ Vendor
independent solution..
● Analysis of the resource utilization
by the VMS software will bring out
the hidden cost that gets added to

the system
when it is scaled
up.
● The ability of
the VMS

software to
manage the network speed for
linking up cameras across city has a
significant impact on the network's
operational expenditure, a major cost
component for the city surveillance
system. Features such as flexible
video compression, dynamically
altering the speed to meet the video

traffic requirement, and dual
streaming capabilities (ability to
manage two different streams of
video having different speed from the
same camera) will optimise the use
of network leading to reduction in
the operational expenditure.
● A thorough scrutiny of the storage
management capability of the VMS
needs to be undertaken to ensure
that the system will meet the
demands for a high storage capacity
typical of a streaming video
applications. Its capability to run on

enterprise storage infrastructures and
off-the-shelf storage solutions, with
flexible retention and the
redundancy, fault tolerance, and
continuous storage monitoring are
essential for meeting the critical
uptime requirement of a city security
cover.
● Efficient monitoring of large
distributed IP-based video network
determines its capability to meet the
performance demands of the
enterprise class video surveillance
system. VMS should provide a

comprehensive management portal
that will configure, manage and
secure every facet of video operation
from a single location. 
● VMS should have a robust system
security since the video will be
managed from several locations such
as police headquarters, deputy
commissioner of police office and
various police stations. There should
be a strong encryption and
authentication feature to prevent
unauthorised access to the network
or the connected devices. 

VIDEO MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (VMS)

IP CAMERA

STRATEGIC SURVEILLANCE

C&C AND PSIM
Command and Control Centre (C&C), as
the name suggests, is the nerve centre of
the operations of a city surveillance
system. This is where the entire system is
globally monitored and responded.
Generally a Physical Security Information
Management (PSIM) platform would be

suitable for such an application. Simply stated, PSIM is a
software solution that is independent of any OEM or device
manufacturer that receives input from various sub-systems
deployed in educational institutions, hotels, hospitals and
other public and private geographically-dispersed site. It also
integrates with GIS application to make real time situational
awareness with location details that will enable the security
command to direct and control security response to any
eventuality such as a terrorist attack or a disaster. An
experienced Master System Integrator (MSI) having proven
track record of integrating such systems will determine the
accuracy and reliability of the deployed city surveillance
system. Therefore a judicious and prudent evaluation of the
MSI's ability to select and integrate all the solution components
is more crucial for the projects to be successful.
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V
ideo surveillance is
currently used in a
wide range of
applications that

includes city surveillance,
critical infrastructure
protection such as power
plant, government offices and
for business analytics like
footfall count and loss
prevention in malls and
shopping complexes.

Homeland security is one
of the most important areas
that directly touches on the
safety of the common man.
Terrorist threats have
compelled the government
to seriously consider
deploying city surveillance
system for providing security
cover to its citizen and

visitors. But what is
challenging is to choose the
right solution. 

The new generation CCTV
system is based on the IP
platform; so an appropriate IT
infrastructure combined with
the IP camera technology is
crucial for its optimised
performance. This calls for an

in-depth understanding of
various critical solution
components of a video
surveillance system to make
the right choice while
evaluating multiple offers
from different suppliers. 

Allied Digital as a Master
System Integrator (MSI) has
executed similar projects in
city surveillance, oil explosion
platform, manufacturing units
pan India. Based on its
experience, as an MSI
following are the key drivers
for deployment of an
effective city surveillance
system.

(The writer is the CEO of ISG,
Allied Digital Services Limited.
jawahar.ali@allieddigital.net)

A CONSUMER CONNECT INITIATIVE ADVERTORIAL & PROMOTIONAL FEATURE

While city
surveillance system
is the key to a safe
haven, choosing the
right solution is a
daunting task due
to constant
technological
progress. We take a
look at some of the
best options
available…

FOCAL POINT

Secure your 
HOMELAND*

FR & FI 
Face Recognition (FR) and Face
Identification (FI) are two
different sets of applications.
While the FR application
captures video images of faces
in a crowd or in a queue, the FI
application is used for matching
the image of a person with the
images in a stored database.
This application offers varying
degree of accuracy depending
on the type of cameras used
and the quality of the captured
image.

CHALLENGES 
● One of the key challenges was to provide customized

video surveillance services to a leading software
development and consultancy at its global centre in
Bangalore.

● Second challenge was to meet the stringent
requirement of monitoring the software development
team by offshore customers.

● The customer was looking for a systems integrator
having national presence and experience in managing
the complete IP Video Surveillance Solution
Infrastructure.

SMART SOLUTION
We provided them with Enterprise wide Video
Management System, including server and storage from
Cisco. The complete installation commissioning and
solution life cycle support was provided by Allied Digital. 

BIG BENEFITS
● Customer could login and logout with full security
● Video displays were flexible in nature with views both in

live and archived video format
● Pan, tilt, zoom (PTZ) controls and presets were also one

of the key benefits
● Our solutions also provided them digital zoom and

instant replay with archive review and clippings
● Record now' feature while viewing live video assisted

the client in addressing one of their challenges
● Event setup and event notifications and ability to search

video based on motion were the added benefits of
Allied Digital's provided solutions

CHALLENGES
● One of the key challenge was to provide Automated Toll

Management System (TMS) to an Infrastructure company
that had constructed highways in four states.

● Automation of the systems was one of the key issues that
our client was facing. It also wanted constant and
complete recording of vehicles passing through its toll
everyday

● The enterprise was looking for a systems integrator
having national presence and wide experience in  IP-
based video surveillance solution and toll management
solutions

SMART SOLUTIONS

● Supply, installation and commissioning of toll collection
and traffic management system in its required states

● Automated toll management system, including video
surveillance, was one of the key solutions provided

● We engaged with seven OEMs as a master systems
integrator 

BIG BENEFITS
● Comprehensive recording of vehicle profile

entering/leaving toll plaza
● Video surveillance ensured 100 per cent toll collections
● Sharing of HTMS & TMS video images with police for

investigation purpose 
● Video footage used for analysis and improving toll

operations

CASE STUDY I

CASE STUDY II

This is the most important
part of the solution. The
overall quality and resolution
of the image, the image compression that is
achieved, the network speed that is used for
transmission and the amount of disk space
consumed are depended on the technology
used in the camera. Therefore any gap in
these attributes of the camera is bound to
impact the overall performance and the total
cost of ownership through increased speed
and storage cost. One can imagine this
impact in a city surveillance application
where several thousand cameras are installed
across the city.

ANPR
Automatic number plate
recognition (ANPR) is useful for
identifying vehicles through
video capturing of the vehicle
number plate data and
subsequently matching the
vehicle registration number from

a recorded
data base. To
make this
application
effective,
there is a
need for
change in
government

policy regarding vehicle number
plate that mandates
standardization of the vehicle
number plate as done in
countries where ANPR has been
successfully implemented.

* Homeland - City Surveillance, Critical Infrastructure
Protection, Railways, Bus Station, Ports.

These factors are essential for laying the foundation of a reliable, robust and cost-effective enterprise class video surveillance system that provides real time situational
awareness. So video surveillance system needs to be complimented by sophisticated software tools such as video analytics that will provide actionable intelligence to
pre-empt or contain a planned terrorist attack. Some of the sophisticated tools that enhance the operational effectiveness of the city surveillance system…

VIDEO ANALYTICS
Video Analytics that
analyses the video
streams from cameras
based on defined
security policies to
automatically to detect
threats and raise an
alert. Examples of video
analytics are detecting
vehicle movement in a
wrong direction on a
one-way direction,
parking violation and
many more.
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4. What kind of projects has Allied Digital executed to qualify as a Master Systems Integratorfor

the city surveillance system?

Allied Digital emerged as a Master Systems Integratorfor Physical Safety and Security Solutions when

Video Surveillance, Access Control and other security systems became IP based. With more than 29
years in IT Infrastructure and Services, Allied Digital proved an early mover in surveillance technology
and executed several prestigious projects that include TOLL Plazas, Highway Traffic Management

Systems, Offshore Oil & Gas Exploration Platforms, Surveillance of Cash Management Centres and
AIMs for one of the largest banks in India, FDA compliance based video recording for Pharmaceutical
companies etc.

5. How is Allied Digital positioned to address this opportunity?

Allied Digital has over a decade of experience as a Master Systems Integrator and has partnered with
leading international technology firms. Combined with its experience in solution designing and project
execution Allied Digital is well qualified to address this opportunity. Allied Digital’s direct presence at
158 locations across India enables its participation in City Surveillance projects in any city in India. �..

Contact us on 022 6681 6475

Toll Free. 1800 22 2375

Write to us at isg©allieddigital .net

www.atLieddigitaL.net/in/adiinsight

www.facebook.com/alliedadiinsight

Q&A with India’s leading Master System Integrator

M 
l. Is the City Surveillance Technology in India at par with developed

countries?

In India , we have leading international city surveillance technology

companies with their current portfolio of solutions. Their solutions have

long term investment protection and future proofing. The competition
among these international providers in India ensures we have relevant

technology that is the best in the world.

Mr. Nitin Shah 2. What is the size of the city surveillance market in India?
Chairman & MD
Allied Digital Services Ltd. 

The market scope over the next 2 - 4 years for the City Surveillance
opportunity is estimated to be approx. approx. Rs. 15,000 crores.

3. A A City Surveillance Project requires seamless integration of several complex subsystems.

What is the role of the Master Systems Integrator?

City surveillance solution requires a Master Systems Integration skill for designing and executing
the solution for a safe city. This solution provider must have specialization in Gunshot Detection,

Video Management System, Video Analytics, Data Management, Wide Area Network, Face
Recognition, Video ForensicAnalysis tools and other essential sub systems. Most importantly, the
solution provider needs an attested track record of successfully deploying such solutions.
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IT managed. Responsibly.

●  Allied  Digital  provided  them  with  best  in  class 
HTMS andTMS Systems


